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Wayne State University Press is an indispensable asset to the Detroit and worldwide community. 
A distinctive urban publisher, the Press is committed to supporting Wayne State University’s 
core research, teaching, and service mission by generating high-quality works of global 
importance. Since 1941 we have produced books and journals that make contributions to 
scholarship and arts and culture, and many have received both critical acclaim and commercial 
attention.
 
Cultivating our programs and publishing extraordinary books takes time, nurturing, and unique 
resources. To maintain our customary excellence, the Press needs extraordinary friends who 
share our passion for learning and believe that books are fundamental to our lives and to our 
culture. The Press invites you to be one of these friends by making a gift that will ensure that 
essential Press efforts will continue and thrive.
 
Like most nonprofit publishers, book sales only account for a small portion of the Press’s total 
revenue.  In order to continue to publish the highest quality work, WSU Press relies on the 
generosity of an ever-growing group of dedicated supporters.  Consider giving at one of the 
three following levels:
 
1) Become a Friend oF the Press
For a gift of $100 or more, receive a copy of our biannual newsletter.

2) Join the Press cluB
For an annual gift of $500 or more, receive the newsletter, an annual 30% discount on all of 
our books along with invitations to exclusive events where you’ll rub elbows with Press authors 
and contributors and receive an insider’s glimpse into the creation of our most important 
books that you have helped support.

3) sPonsor a Book or a series
For a gift of $5,000 or more designated to subsidize the special costs associated with a book’s 
publication, receive recognition in the book’s acknowledgement pages. Naming rights of a 
series of publications in a particular subject area are also available for a gift of $25,000 or more.
 
Visit wsupress.wayne.edu/support or contact Gabe Gloden at (313) 577-6130 or 
ggloden@wayne.edu.
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CoNTENTS

Wayne State University is a premier urban research institution 
offering more than 370 academic programs through 13 schools 
and colleges to nearly 29,000 students in metropolitan Detroit.

WAY N E  S TAT E  UN I V E R S I T Y  P R E S S
SUPPoRT ThE PRESS

oN ThE CoVER

EBooKS AVAILABLE! Our books are for sale with the retailers below. 

Books in this catalog that are available in electronic format are marked 
with an e.

Our catalogs are also available on Edelweiss! 

edelweiss.abovethetreeline.com/HomePage.
aspx?pubOrgID=WAYN

Framework zones from the Detroit Future City: 2012 
Detroit Strategic Framework Plan (Courtesy of the Detroit 
Economic Growth Corporation). From Mapping Detroit, 
edited by June Manning Thomas and Henco Bekkering 
(page 1 of this catalog).
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Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
Great Lakes Books Series, along with forthcoming titles.

Redevelopment and 
Race
Planning a Finer City in 
Postwar Detroit

June Manning Thomas

2013, 7x10, 296 Pages
78 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3907-7
$29.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3908-4 e
Great Lakes Books Series

detROIt |  GeOGRaphy |  URban stUdIes

Reimagining Detroit
Opportunities for 
Redefining an American 
City

John Gallagher

2010, 6x9, 176 Pages
33 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3469-0
$19.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3605-2 e
A Painted Turtle book

“Detroit is one of the most fascinating American cities. 
University of Michigan urban planner June Manning Thomas 
and Dutch urban designer Henco Bekkering have assembled 
an insightful collection of essays on both the history of the city 
and its contemporary challenges, with extensive mapping of 
its evolving land uses.”

—Dennis Keating, Professor, Levin College of Urban Affairs, 
Cleveland State University

2011 Michigan 
Notable Book!

2011 Eric 
Hoffer Book 
Award finalist!

2011 ForeWord 
Book of the 
Year winner!

Mapping Detroit
Land, Community, and Shaping a City

Edited by June Manning Thomas and Henco Bekkering

Illustrates and analayzes Detroit’s dramatic physical 
transformation in a balanced mix of text and maps.

One of Detroit’s most defining modern characteristics—and most 
pressing dilemmas—is its huge amount of neglected and vacant 
land. In Mapping Detroit: Land, Community, and Shaping a City, 
editors June Manning Thomas and Henco Bekkering use chapters 
based on a variety of maps to shed light on how Detroit moved 
from frontier fort to thriving industrial metropolis to today’s high-
vacancy city. With contributors ranging from a map archivist and a 
historian to architects, urban designers, and urban planners, Map-
ping Detroit brings a unique perspective to the historical causes, 
contemporary effects, and potential future of Detroit’s transformed 
landscape.

To show how Detroit arrived in its present condition, contributors 
in part 1, Evolving Detroit: Past to Present, trace the city’s begin-
nings as an agricultural, military, and trade outpost and map both 
its depopulation and attempts at redevelopment. In part 2, Portions of the City, 
contributors delve into particular land-related systems and neighborhood charac-
teristics that encouraged modern social and economic changes. Part 2 continues 
by offering case studies of two city neighborhoods—the Brightmoor area and 
Southwest Detroit—that are struggling to adapt to changing landscapes. In part 
3, Understanding Contemporary Space and Potential, contributors consider both 
the city’s ecological assets and its sociological fragmentation to add dimension to 
the current understanding of its emptiness. The volume’s epilogue offers a syn-
opsis of the major points of the 2012 Detroit Future City report, the city’s own 
strategic blueprint for future land use.

Mapping Detroit explores not only what happens when a large city loses its main 
industrial purpose and a major portion of its population but also what future 
might result from such upheaval. Containing some of the leading voices on De-
troit’s history and future, Mapping Detroit will be informative reading for anyone 
interested in urban studies, geography, and recent American history.

June Manning Thomas is Centennial Professor in the A. Alfred Taubman College 
of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of Michigan. She is the author of 
several books including Redevelopment and Race: Planning a Finer City in Postwar 
Detroit (Wayne State University Press, 2013) and co-editor with Margaret Dewar 
of The City after Abandonment.

Henco Bekkering has been a practitioner in urban design and planning in the 
Netherlands for more than thirty years and a professor of Urban Design at the 
School of Architecture, Delft University of Technology. He spent a sabbatical at 
Taubman College, University of Michgan, and another sabbatical at the School of 
Architecture at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China.

Contributors: María Arquero de Alarcón, Henco Bekkering, Margaret Dewar, Brian 
Leigh Dunnigan, Robert Fishman, Lars Gräbner, Joe Grengs, Toni L. Griffin, Larissa 
Larsen, Robert Linn, Yanjia Liu, June Manning Thomas

March 2015, 10x8.5, 252 Pages, 130 Illustrations, 6 Tables
ISBN 978-0-8143-4026-4 $34.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-40271 e

Great Lakes Books Series
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Love, Sex, and 4-H
A memoir by Anne-Marie Oomen

A unique take on the tumultuous 1960s from a young woman 
growing up in rural Michigan.

As the 1960s dawned in small-town Michigan, Anne-Marie Oomen was a naive 
farm girl whose mother was determined to keep her out of trouble—by keeping 
her in 4-H. In Love, Sex, and 4-H, Oomen sets the wholesomeness of her domestic 
lessons in 4-H club from 1959 to 1969 against the political and sexual revolution 
of the time. Between sewing her first dish towel and finishing the yellow dress she 
wears to senior prom, Oomen brings readers along as she falls in and out of love, 
wins her first prize, learns to kiss, survives her first heartbreak, and makes almost 
all of her clothes.   

Love, Sex, and 4-H begins as Oomen struggles to sew a straight seam and works 
hard to embody the 4-H pledge of loyalty, service, and better living. But even as 
she wins her first modeling competition and masters more difficult stitches and 
patterns, Oomen finds that she is not immune to the chaos of the outside world. 
After the Kennedy assassination, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and her own short stay 
in a convent, Oomen encounters the biggest change of all—public school. In this 
new world of school dances, short skirts, and raging hormones, Oomen’s orderly 
life will be complicated by her first kiss, first boyfriend, first store-bought dress, 
and finally, first love. All the while, she must negotiate her mother’s expectations, 
her identity as a good 4-H girl, and her awareness of growing social and political 
unrest.

Oomen brings an insightful and humorous eye to her evolving sexuality, religious 
beliefs, and sense of self. Fans of memoir will appreciate the honest portrayal of 
growing up between rebellion and tradition in Love, Sex, and 4-H.

Anne-Marie Oomen is the author of Pulling Down the Barn (Wayne State University 
Press, 2004) and House of Fields (Wayne State University Press, 2006), both Michigan 
Notable Books; An American Map (Wayne State University Press, 2010); and Uncoded 
Woman. She serves as instructor at the Solstice MFA in Creative Writing at Pine 
Manor College (MA), Interlochen’s College of Creative Arts (MI), and teaches at 
conferences throughout the country. She lives near Traverse City, Michigan.

April 2015, 5x8, 232 Pages, 5 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4078-3 $18.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4079-0 e

Made in Michigan Writers Series

Listen to an audio sample from this book at wsupress.wayne.edu!

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
list of Made in Michigan Writers Series books, along with 
forthcoming titles.

An American Map
Essays by Anne-Marie Oomen

2010, 5x8, 224 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3420-1
$18.95t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3529-1 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

2010 ForeWord Book of the 
Year winner!

House of Fields
Memories of a Rural 
Education

Anne-Marie Oomen

2006, 6x9, 176 Pages
5 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3285-6
$19.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3566-6 e
Great Lakes Books Series

2007 Michigan Notable Book!

CReatIve nOnfICtIOn |  MeMOIR |  MIChIGan

“Like a best friend, years later, rueful, grateful, piercingly 
specific. It was like this. Truly, it was.”

—Sandra Scofield, author of Occasions of Sin
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Garden for the Blind
Stories by Kelly Fordon

Captivating linked stories that follow a group of characters  
from an upscale suburb of Detroit over several decades.

In Garden for the Blind, trouble lurks just outside the door for Kelly Fordon’s diverse 
yet interdependent characters. As a young girl growing up in an affluent suburb 
bordering Detroit, Alice Townley witnesses a tragic accident at her parents’ lavish 
party. In the years that follow, Alice is left mostly in the care of the household staff, 
free to forge friendships with other pampered and damaged teens. When she and 
her friend Mike decide to pin a crime on another student at their exclusive high 
school, the consequences will reverberate for years to come. 

Set between 1974 and 2012, Fordon’s intricately woven stories follow Alice and 
Mike through high school, college, and into middle age, but also skillfully incor-
porate stories of their friends, family, acquaintances, and even strangers who are 
touched by the same themes of privilege, folly, neglect, and resilience. A WWII 
veteran sleepwalks out of his home at night, led by vivid flashbacks. A Buddhist 
monk is assaulted by a robber while seated in meditation. A teenaged girl is shot 
walking home from the corner store with a friend. A lifelong teacher of blind chil-
dren is targeted by vandals at the school she founded. 

Garden for the Blind visits suburban and working-class homes, hidden sanctuaries 
and dangerous neighborhoods, illustrating the connections between settings and 
relationships (whether close or distant) and the strange motivations that keep us 
moving forward. All readers of fiction will enjoy the nimble unfolding of Fordon’s 
narrative in this collection.

Prior to writing fiction and poetry, Kelly Fordon worked at the NPR member station 
in Detroit and for National Geographic magazine. Her fiction, poetry, and book 
reviews have appeared in The Boston Review, The Florida Review, Flashquake, The 
Kenyon Review, and various other journals. She is the author of two poetry chapbooks, 
On the Street Where We Live, which won the 2011 Standing Rock Chapbook Contest, 
and Tell Me When It Starts to Hurt, which was published by Kattywompus Press in 
2013. She received her MFA in fiction writing from Queens University of Charlotte 
and works for InsideOut Literary Arts in Detroit as a writer-in-residence.

April 2015, 5.5x8, 288 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4104-9 $18.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4105-6 e

Made in Michigan Writers Series

Listen to an audio sample from this book at wsupress.wayne.edu!

Of Related InteRest

Strange Love
Stories by Lisa Lenzo

2014, 5x8, 240 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4017-2
$18.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4018-9 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

Quality Snacks
Stories by Andy Mozina

2014, 5x8, 216 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4015-8
$18.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4016-5 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

fICtIOn |  detROIt

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
list of Made in Michigan Writers Series books, along with 
forthcoming titles.

“Kelly Fordon has mastered that difficult space between 
writing stories that stand alone as stories but that also combine 
through character, place, and incident to form something that 
feels almost like an episodic novel.”

—Keith Taylor, author of If the World Becomes So Bright (Wayne 
State University Press, 2009)
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Trumbull Ave.
Poems by Michael Lauchlan

Free verse poems driven by a narrative impulse and informed  
by decades of work in and around Detroit.

The well-crafted lines in Michael Lauchlan’s Trumbull Ave. are peopled by welders, 
bricklayers, gas meter readers, nurses, teachers, cement masons, and street kids. 
Taken together, they evoke a place—Detroit—in its bustling working-class past 
and changeable present moment. Lauchlan works in the narrative tradition of 
Robert Frost and Edwin Arlington Robinson but takes more recent influence from 
Philip Levine, Thomas Lux, and Ellen Voigt in presenting first- and third-person 
meditations on work, mortality, romance, childish exuberance, and the realities 
of time. 

Lauchlan presents snapshots from the past—a widowed mother bakes bread dur-
ing the Depression, a welder sends his son to war in the 1940s, a bounding dog 
runs into a chaotic street in 1981, and a narrator visits a decaying Victorian house 
in 1993—with an impressive raw simplicity of language and a regular, unrhymed 
meter. Lauchlan pays close attention to work in many settings, including his own 
classroom, a plumber’s damp cellar, a nurse’s hospital ward, and a waitress’s Chi-
nese restaurant dining room. He also astutely observes the natural world alongside 
the built environment, bringing city pheasants, elm trees, buzzing cicadas, starry 
skies, and long grass into conversation with his narrators’ interior and exterior 
landscapes. 

Lauchlan’s poems reveal the layered complexity of human experiences in vivid, 
relatable characters and recurrent themes that feel both familiar and serious. All 
readers of poetry will enjoy the musical and vivid verse in Trumbull Ave.

Michael Lauchlan’s poems have appeared in many publications and have been 
anthologized in Abandon Automobile (Wayne State University Press, 2001) and A Mind 
Apart. His earlier collections are And the Business Goes to Pieces and Sudden Parade.

April 2015, 5x8, 80 Pages, 1 Illustration
ISBN 978-0-8143-4096-7 $15.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4097-4 e

Made in Michigan Writers Series

Listen to an audio sample from this book at wsupress.wayne.edu!

Of Related InteRest

Practicing to Walk 
Like a Heron
Poems by Jack Ridl

2013, 6x9, 176 Pages
1 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3453-9
$17.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3539-0 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

pOetRy |  detROIt

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
list of Made in Michigan Writers Series books, along with 
forthcoming titles.

“These are poems that matter; with Lauchlan’s passionate 
restraint, they also sing.”

—Joan Aleshire, author of Happily

2014 ForeWord 
Book of the 
Year winner!

2014 Midwest 
Book Award 
finalist!

Strings Attached
Poems by Diane DeCillis

2014, 6x9, 112 Pages
1 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4013-4
$15.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4014-1 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series
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That That
Poems by Ken Mikolowski

Playful and profound short poems inspired by everyday insights 
and philosophical concerns.

Poet Ken Mikolowski ran a letterpress printing house for over thirty years, setting 
poems by hand, one letter at a time—an experience that influenced his love of 
short verse. In That That, Mikolowski presents his trademark quirky, humorous, 
and insighful poems, none longer than three brief lines and some made up of only 
two or three carefully chosen words. Together, these poems create a narrative of 
life and love broken down to the most minimal of forms.

Mikolowski’s deceptively simple collection takes readers on a whirlwind tour 
through weighty topics and humorous vignettes. He reflects on the nature of art, 
identity, and legacy in poems that muse in their entirety, “I’ve never met a dead-
line / I’ve ever met yet” and “Why I am not a New York poet / Detroit.” Mikolowski 
also gives unparalleled assessments of serious subjects like love, aging, and death, 
declaring, “Sometimes / I don’t think of you / for hours” and “Getting old / gets 
old / real quick.” Some poems are more lighthearted and delight only in the word-
play of rhyme or unexpected imagery, adding an unmistakably playful element to 
this spare but polished volume.

Mikolowski’s collection demonstrates the singular power of language in the hands 
of a master craftsman. That That will be read and re-read by anyone interested in 
short poetry.

Ken Mikolowski is the author of three previous books, Thank You Call Again, little 
mysteries, and Big Enigmas. A CD collection of his poems with the Frank Carlberg 
Group was released in 2013. He teaches poetry writing at the Residential College 
of the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Along with his late wife, Ann, he was 
publisher, editor, and printer of the Alternative Press.

April 2015, 7.5x6.5, 80 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4065-3 $14.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4066-0 e

Made in Michigan Writers Series

Listen to an audio sample from this book at wsupress.wayne.edu!

pOetRy

“Ken Mikolowski’s poems, with their surgical precision and 
laserlike insights and breathtaking minimalist shifts, induce a 
wonderful whiplash in the reader.  You read a line or two, and 
think you are ready to turn the page, until you have to stop, 
think, wait, go back, and see all the things that are there on the 
page that you almost missed.”

—Laura Kasischke, author of The Infinitesimals and Eden Springs 
(Wayne State University Press, 2010)

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire Great 
Lakes Books Series, along with forthcoming titles.

allegiance
Poems by francine j. harris

2012, 6.5x8, 128 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3618-2
$15.99t Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3619-9 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

2013 Kate Tufts Discovery Award 
finalist!

2013 PEN American Center Open 
Book Award finalist!
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Weweni
Poems in Anishinaabemowin and English by Margaret Noodin

Modern Anishinaabemowin poetry in conversation   
with English translation.

Depending on dialect, the Anishinaabemowin word “weweni” expresses thanks, 
exactitude, ease, and sincerity. In addition, the word for “relatives” is “nindenwe-
maaganag”: those whose “enewewe,” or voices, sound familiar. In Weweni, poet 
Margaret Noodin brings all of these meanings to bear in a unique bilingual col-
lection. Noodin’s warm and perceptive poems were written first in the Modern 
Anishinaabemowin double-vowel orthography and appear translated on facing 
pages in English. 

From planetary tracking to political contrasts, stories of ghosts, and messages of 
trees, the poems in Weweni use many images to speak to the interconnectedness 
of relationships, moments of difficulty and joy, and dreams and cautions for the 
future. As poems move from Anishinaabemowin to English, the challenge of trans-
lation offers multiple levels of meaning—English meanings found in Anishinaabe 
words long as rivers and knotted like nets, English approximations that bend the 
dominant language in new directions, and sets of signs and ideas unable to move 
from one language to another. In addition to the individual dialogues played out 
beween Noodin’s poems, the collection as a whole demonstrates a fruitful and 
respectful dialogue between languages and cultures.  

Noodin’s poems will be proof to students and speakers of Anishinaabemowin that 
the language can be a vital space for modern expression and, for those new to the 
language, a lyric invitation to further exploration. Anyone interested in poetry or 
linguistics will enjoy this one-of-a-kind volume.

Margaret Noodin is assistant professor in English and American Indian studies at 
the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee. She is author of Bawaajimo: A Dialect of 
Dreams in Anishinaabe Language and Literature. She is also one of the founders of 
the group Miiskwaasining Nagamojig and ojibwe.net.

April 2015, 5x8, 112 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4038-7 $15.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4039-4 e

Made in Michigan Writers Series

Listen to an audio sample from this book at wsupress.wayne.edu!

fIlM hIstORy  |   fIlM theORy and CRItICIsM  |   MasCUlInIty |   peRfORManCe stUdIes

AN ExCERPT FROM THE TExT

RISING SUN

The sun never really rises. 
We only ride earth toward 
that force and energy
and then rotate away.

We never really teach. 
We tell measured stories 
morning to afternoon 
summer to winter.

We never really break.
We fall back in the crashing waves 
to stand up once again
not seeing how we’ve changed.

pOetRy |  tRanslatIOn |  RaCe and ethnICIty

“These poems sing stories filled with ancestors, offer advice for 
leadership and survival, but perhaps most importantly, paint 
us into a landscape lush with the implacable night sky and the 
creatures with whom we share this mythic earth— ‘panting 
the same wind.’”

—Kimberly Blaeser, author of Apprenticed to Justice
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Great Girls in Michigan History
Patricia Majher

For young readers, a diverse collection of biographical sketches 
of twenty notable young women with ties to Michigan.

A deep-sea diver, a dancer, an activist, an aviator, a singer, and a soldier—Great 
Girls in Michigan History highlights some of the girls from Michigan’s past who 
did amazing things before they turned twenty years old. Author Patricia Majher 
presents easy-to-read mini-biographies of twenty girls with ties to Michigan, rep-
resenting a variety of personal backgrounds and interests, locations across the 
state, and historical time periods. 

Majher introduces little-known stories, like those of female aviator Nancy Harkness 
(Love), pioneer Anna Howard Shaw, escaped slave Dorothy Butler, professional 
baseball player Marilyn Jenkins, union leader Myra Komaroff (Wolfgang), and 
Native American writer Jane Johnston (Schoolcraft). She also includes figures that 
many readers will recognize—including First Lady Betty Bloomer (Ford), jockey 
Julie Krone, Motown star Diana Ross, and tennis champion Serena Williams. 
Majher shows that while life wasn’t always easy for these girls, they were able to 
overcome any number of obstacles to achieve their goals. Great Girls in Michigan 
History includes a brief section on each girl’s life after the age of twenty and a 
glossary of selected vocabulary words at the end of the book. 

With its depictions of young women who have not typically been represented in 
history texts, this book will be inspirational reading for upper elementary school 
students (ages 8–12) and welcomed by Michigan schools, bookstores, and public 
libraries.

Patricia Majher is the editor of Michigan History magazine (published by the 
Historical Society of Michigan) and the author of Ladies of the Lights: Michigan 
Women in the U.S. Lighthouse Service.

March 2015, 5.5x8, 144 Pages, 20 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4073-8 $14.99t Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4074-5 e

Great Lakes Books Series

fIlM hIstORy  |   fIlM theORy and CRItICIsM  |   MasCUlInIty |   peRfORManCe stUdIes

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
Great Lakes Books Series, along with forthcoming titles.

The Colored Car
Jean Alicia Elster

2013, 5x7.5, 224 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3606-9
$14.99l Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3608-3 e
Great Lakes Books Series

2014 Michigan Notable Book!

2014 Midwest Book Award 
winner!

2014 Paterson Prize for Books 
for Young People winner!

bIOGRaphy |  MIChIGan |  yOUnG ReadeRs

“Have you ever had to leave your friends and make a new 
life in a strange place? Anna Howard Shaw did. She moved 
from one country to another, and then from a city house to an 
unfinished cabin in the middle of the Michigan wilderness—all 
before she turned 13.”

—Patricia Majher, from the chapter “Anna Howard Shaw: A 
Pint-sized Pioneer”
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Asian Americans in Michigan
Voices from the Midwest

Edited by Sook Wilkinson and Victor Jew
With a Foreword by Frank H. Wu and an Afterword by   
Bich Minh Nguyen

Explores a neglected cultural and social history from    
a variety of perspectives.

While the number of Asians in Michigan was small for a good portion of the state’s 
history, many Asian-derived communities have settled in the area and grown sig-
nificantly over time. In Asian Americans in Michigan: Voices from the Midwest, edi-
tors Sook Wilkinson and Victor Jew have assembled forty-one contributors to give 
an intimate glimpse into Michigan’s Asian-American communities, creating a fuller 
picture of these often overlooked groups. Accounts in the collection come from 
a range of perspectives, including first-generation immigrants, those born in the 
United States, and third- and fourth-generation Americans of Asian heritage. 

In five sections, contributors consider the historical and demographic origins of 
Michigan’s Asian American communities, explore their experiences in memory 
and legacy keeping, highlight particular aspects of community culture and heri-
tage, and comment on prospects and hopes for the future. This volume’s vibrant 
mix of contributors trace their ancestries back to East Asia (China, Japan, Korea, 
Taiwan), South Asia (Bangladesh, India, Pakistan), and Southeast Asia (Cambodia, 
Laos, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, and the Hmong). Though each contributor 
writes from his or her unique set of experiences, Asian Americans in Michigan also 
reveals universal values and memories held by larger communities.

Asian Americans in Michigan makes clear the significant contributions by individu-
als in many fields—including art, business, education, religion, sports, medicine, 
and politics—and demonstrates the central role of community organizations in 
bringing ethnic groups together and preserving memories. Readers interested in 
Michigan history, sociology, and Asian American studies will enjoy this volume.

Sook Wilkinson, Ph.D. is an author, psychologist, and community leader who 
has devoted more than thirty years of her life to improving the lives of others. 
Passionate about giving back, she serves as vice chair of the board of trustees at 
Northern Michigan University. She is active on many nonprofit and advisory boards, 
including those of Global Detroit and the Asian Pacific Islander American Health 
Forum. Previously, she served as chair of the Michigan Governor’s Asian Pacific 
American Affairs Commission.

Victor Jew received his B.A. in history from the University of California–Los Angeles 
and his doctorate in U.S. history from the University of Wisconsin–Madison, where 
he currently teaches in the Asian American Studies Program. He taught at institutions 
such as Cornell University and Michigan State University, where he offered that 
campus’s first course in Asian American history. He has written on anti-Asian 
violence in the nineteenth century (Milwaukee in 1889 and Los Angeles in 1871) 
and is working on a history of Asian American communities in the Midwest from 
1870 to the present.

April 2015, 7x10, 384 Pages, 4 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3281-8 $34.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-3974-9 e
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Contributors: Lawrence G. Almeda, Grace Lee Boggs, Tai Chan, 
Ti-Hua Chang, Christine Chen, Catherine Chung, Kira A. Donnell, 
Joseph A. Galura, Kul B. Gauri, Jen Hilzinger, Emily Hsiao, Victor 
Jew, Barbara W. Kim, Tukyul Andrew Kim,  Kook-Wha Koh, Sachi 
Koto, Emily P. Lawsin, Katherine M. Lee, Elaine Lok, Durriya Meer, 
Kurt R. Metzger, Bich Minh Nguyen, Mimi Doan-Trang Nguyen, 
Brianna Reckeweg, Asae Shichi, Anna M. Shih, Toshi Shimoura, 
Rachel Myerim Sico, Samir Singh, Min Hyoung Song, Dylan 
Sugiyama, Kyo Takahashi, Pratyusha Tummala-Narra, Lynet Uttal, 
Jeffrey Vang, Frances Kai-Hwa Wang, Sook Wilkinson, Leslie E. 
Wong, Frank H. Wu, Sheila xiong, Chelsea Zuzindlak
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Race, Religion, and the Pulpit
Rev. Robert L. Bradby and the Making of  
Urban Detroit

Julia Marie Robinson

Details Reverend Bradby’s work during the Great Migration and 
the interwar period, when his Second Baptist Church became an 
important hub for Detroit’s African American community.

During the Great Migration of African Americans from the South to the cities of 
the Northeast, Midwest, and West, the local black church was essential in the 
making and reshaping of urban areas. In Detroit, there was one church and one 
minister in particular that demonstrated this power of the pulpit—Second Baptist 
Church of Detroit (“Second,” as many members called it) and its nineteenth pas-
tor, the Reverend Robert L. Bradby. In Race, Religion, and the Pulpit: Rev. Robert L. 
Bradby and the Making of Urban Detroit, author Julia Marie Robinson explores how 
Bradby’s church became the catalyst for economic empowerment, community 
building, and the formation of an urban African American working class in Detroit.

Robinson begins by examining Reverend Bradby’s formative years in Ontario, 
Canada; his rise to prominence as a pastor and community leader at Second Bap-
tist in Detroit; and the sociohistorical context of his work in the early years of the 
Great Migration. She goes on to investigate the sometimes surprising nature of 
relationships between Second Baptist, its members, and prominent white elites in 
Detroit, including Bradby’s close relationship to Ford Motor Company and Henry 
Ford. Finally, Robinson details Bradby’s efforts as a “race leader” and activist, roles 
that were tied directly to his theology. She looks at the parts the minister played 
in such high-profile events as the organizing of Detroit’s NAACP chapter, the Os-
sian Sweet trial of the mid-1920s, the Scottsboro Boys trials in the 1930s, and the 
controversial rise of the United Auto Workers in Detroit in the 1940s. 

Race, Religion, and the Pulpit presents a full and nuanced picture of Bradby’s life 
that has so far been missing from the scholarly record. Readers interested in the 
intersections of race and religion in American history, as well as anyone with ties to 
Detroit’s Second Baptist Church, will appreciate this thorough volume.

Julia Marie Robinson is an associate professor of African American Religion at 
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte and an ordained minister in the 
Presbyterian Church (USA).
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When the Church 
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“From the earliest days of what some scholars called the 
‘invisible institution’ that existed in the slave quarters of 
farms and plantations to the brick and mortar of local black 
churches, Christianity, as it was interpreted through a black 
hermeneutical lens, operated as one of the most fertile 
seedbeds of institutionalized black activism.”

—Julia Marie Robinson, from the introduction
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The Politics of Magic
DEFA Fairy-Tale Films

Qinna Shen

The first comprehensive, critical, book-length treatment of   
the live-action fairy-tale films from former East Germany.

From Paul Verhoeven’s The Cold Heart in 1950 to Konrad Petzold’s The Story of 
the Goose Princess and Her Loyal Horse Falada in 1989, East Germany’s state-spon-
sored film company, DEFA (Deutsche Film-Aktiengesellschaft), produced over forty 
feature-length, live-action fairy-tale films based on nineteenth-century folk and 
literary tales. While many of these films were popular successes and paved the 
way for the studio’s other films to enter the global market, DEFA’s fairy-tale corpus 
has not been studied in its entirety. In The Politics of Magic: DEFA Fairy-Tale Films, 
Qinna Shen fills this gap by analyzing the films on thematic and formal levels and 
examining their embedded agendas in relation to the cultural politics of the Ger-
man Democratic Republic.

In five chapters, Shen compares the films with earlier print versions of the same 
stories and analyzes revisions made in DEFA’s film adaptations. She also distin-
guishes the DEFA fairy-tale films from National Socialist, West German, and Disney 
adaptations of the same tales. Her archival work reconstitutes the cultural-histori-
cal context in which films were produced and received, and incorporates the films 
into the larger narrative of DEFA. For the first time, the banned DEFA fairy-tale 
comedy, The Robe (1961/1991), is discussed in depth. The book’s title The Politics 
of Magic is not intended to suggest that DEFA fairy-tale films were merely mouth-
pieces of official ideology and propaganda. On the contrary, Shen shows that 
the films run the gamut from politically dogmatic to implicitly subversive, from 
kitschy to experimental. She argues that the fairy-tale cloak permitted them to 
convey ideology in a subtle, indirect manner that allowed viewers to forget Cold 
War politics for a while and to delve into a world of magic where politics took on 
an allegorical form. 

The fact that some DEFA fairy-tale films developed an international audience (par-
ticularly The Story of Little Mook and Three Hazelnuts for Cinderella) not only at-
tests to these films’ universal appeal but also to the surprising marketability of this 
branch of GDR cinema and its impact beyond the GDR’s own narrow temporal 
and geographic boundaries. Shen’s study will be significant reading for teachers 
and students of folklore studies and for scholars of German, Eastern European, 
cultural, film, media, and gender studies.

Qinna Shen received her PhD in German literature from Yale in 2008 and is 
currently a visiting assistant professor of German at Miami University in Ohio. She 
has published in peer-reviewed journals and edited volumes and is co-editor of 
Beyond Alterity: German Encounters with Modern East Asia in the series Spektrum: 
Publications of the German Studies Association.
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“The affinity between traditional fairy tales and the GDR 
ideology rendered folk and fairy tales applicable. . . . Originating 
as part of the peasant and working class milieus, many tales 
represent utopian wishes to obtain wealth, power, and love.”

—Qinna Shen, from the introduction
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Jewish Honor Courts
Revenge, Retribution, and Reconciliation in 
Europe and Israel after the Holocaust

Edited by Laura Jockusch and Gabriel N. Finder

A transnational and interdisciplinary look at the trials of Jews 
accused of collaborating with the Nazis.

In the aftermath of  World War II, virtually all European countries struggled with 
the dilemma of citizens who had collaborated with Nazi occupiers. Jewish com-
munities in particular faced the difficult task of confronting collaborators among 
their own ranks—those who had served on Jewish councils, worked as ghetto 
police, or acted as informants. European Jews established their own tribunals—
honor courts—for dealing with these crimes, while Israel held dozens of court 
cases against alleged collaborators under a law passed two years after its founding. 
In Jewish Honor Courts: Revenge, Retribution, and Reconciliation in Europe and Israel 
after the Holocaust, editors Laura Jockusch and Gabriel N. Finder bring together 
scholars of Jewish social, cultural, political, and legal history to examine this little-
studied and fascinating postwar chapter of Jewish history.

The volume begins by presenting the rationale for punishing wartime collabora-
tors and purging them from Jewish society. Contributors go on to examine specific 
honor court cases in Allied-occupied Germany and Austria, Poland, the Nether-
lands, and France. One essay also considers the absence of an honor court in Bel-
gium. Additional chapters detail the process by which collaborators were accused 
and brought to trial, the treatment of women in honor courts, and the unique 
political and social place of honor courts in the nascent state of Israel. Taken as a 
whole, the essays in Jewish Honor Courts illustrate the great caution and integrity 
brought to the agonizing task of identifying and punishing collaborators, a pro-
cess that helped survivors to reclaim their agency, reassert their dignity, and work 
through their traumatic experiences.

For many years, the honor courts have been viewed as a taboo subject, leaving 
their hundreds of cases unstudied. Jewish Honor Courts uncovers this forgotten 
chapter of Jewish history and shows it to be an integral part of postwar Jewish 
rebuilding. Scholars of Jewish, European, and Israeli history as well as readers inter-
ested in issues of legal and social justice will be grateful for this detailed volume.

Laura Jockusch is Martin Buber Society Fellow in Jewish History at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. She is the author of Collect and Record! Jewish Holocaust 
Documentation in Early Postwar Europe. She teaches in the International M.A. Program 
in Holocaust Studies at the University of Haifa.

Gabriel N. Finder is Ida and Nathan Kolodiz Director of Jewish Studies and an 
associate professor in the Department of Germanic Literatures and Languages at 
the University of Virginia. He is coeditor of Making Holocaust Memory.

Contributors: Rivka Brot, Gali Drucker Bar-Am, Helga Embacher, David Engel, 
Gabriel N. Finder, Ido de Haan, Laura Jockusch, Ewa Kozminska-Frejlak, Simon 
Perego, Katarzyna Person, Dan Porat, Veerle Vanden Daelen, Nico Wouters
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The New Life
Jewish Students of Postwar 
Germany

Jeremy Varon
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“The transnational comparative aspect of the volume is 
especially welcome and to date is the first volume of its kind 
to undertake such a crucial examination of this topic by a 
collection of excellent scholars doing top-notch archival 
research on the topics in all the necessary languages.”

—Avinoam Patt, author of Finding Home and Homeland: Jewish 
Youth and Zionism in the Aftermath of the Holocaust (Wayne State 
University Press, 2009) and “We Are Here”: New Approaches 
to Jewish Displaced Persons in Postwar Germany (Wayne State 
University Press, 2010)

’ ’
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Survivors and Exiles
Yiddish Culture after the Holocaust

Jan Schwarz

Studies the variety, scope, and character of Yiddish culture   
in different geographical centers after the Holocaust.

After the Holocaust’s near complete destruction of European Yiddish cultural cen-
ters, the Yiddish  language was largely viewed as a remnant of the past, tragically 
eradicated in its prime. In Survivors and Exiles: Yiddish Culture after the Holocaust, 
Jan Schwarz reveals that, on the contrary, Yiddish culture in the two and a half 
decades after the Holocaust was in dynamic flux. Yiddish writers and cultural or-
ganizations maintained a staggering level of activity in fostering publications and 
performances, collecting archival and historical materials, and launching young 
literary talents. 

Schwarz traces the transition from the Old World to the New through the works of 
seven major Yiddish writers—including well-known figures (Isaac Bashevis Singer, 
Avrom Sutzkever, Yankev Glatshteyn, and Chaim Grade) and some who are less 
well known (Leib Rochman, Aaron Zeitlin, and Chava Rosenfarb). The first section, 
Ground Zero, presents writings forged by the crucible of ghettos and concentra-
tion camps in Vilna, Lodz, and Minsk-Mazowiecki. Subsequent sections, Transna-
tional Ashkenaz and Yiddish Letters in New York, examine Yiddish culture behind 
the Iron Curtain, in Israel and the Americas. Two appendixes list Yiddish publica-
tions in the book series Dos poylishe yidntum (published in Buenos Aires, 1946–66) 
and offer transliterations of Yiddish quotes.

Survivors and Exiles charts a transnational post-Holocaust network in which the 
conflicting trends of fragmentation and globalization provided a context for Yid-
dish literature and artworks of great originality. Schwarz includes a wealth of ex-
amples and illustrations from the works under discussion, as well as photographs 
of creators, making this volume not only a critical commentary on Yiddish culture 
but also an anthology of sorts. Readers interested in Yiddish studies, Holocaust 
studies, and modern Jewish studies will find Survivors and Exiles a compelling con-
tribution to these fields.

Jan Schwarz is associate professor of Yiddish studies at Lund University, Sweden. He 
began this position in 2011 after having taught Yiddish language and literature at 
University of Pennsylvania, University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana, Northwestern 
University, and University of Chicago. He is the author of Imagining Lives: 
Autobiographical Fiction of Yiddish Writers, numerous critical articles about Jewish life-
writing, Holocaust literature, modern Yiddish culture, and Jewish American literature, 
and he is the translator of Scholem-Aleichem’s Tevye the Dairyman into Danish.
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Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
list of Yiddish studies books, along with forthcoming titles.

“Bringing into the mix writers whose work has been little known 
or examined, reframing the works of better known writers and 
poets, and reconstructing Yiddish literary culture, Schwartz’s 
book makes an original and important contribution.”

—Sara Horowitz, Koschitzky Centre for Jewish Studies at York 
University

Abraham and 
Eve Trapunski 
Award for 
Yiddish 
literature!
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A Fire Burns in Kotsk
A Tale of Hasidism in the Kingdom of Poland

Menashe Unger
Translated by Jonathan Boyarin
Introduction by Glenn Dynner

A vivid novelistic account that details a crucial period in the 
evolution of Polish Hasidism, translated from Yiddish.

Half a century after Hasidism blossomed in Eastern Europe, its members were mak-
ing deep inroads into the institutional structure of Polish Jewish communities, but 
some devotees believed that the movement had drifted away from its revolution-
ary ideals. Menashe Unger’s A Fire Burns in Kotsk dramatizes this moment of divi-
sion among Polish Hasidim in a historical account that reads like a novel, though 
the book was never billed as such. Originally published in Buenos Aires in 1949 
and translated for the first time from Yiddish by Jonathan Boyarin, this volume 
captures an important period in the evolution of the Hasidic movement, and is 
itself a missing link to Hasidic oral traditions.

A non-observant journalist who had grown up as the son of a prominent Hasidic 
rabbi, Unger incorporates stories that were told by his family into his historical ac-
count. A Fire Burns in Kotsk begins with a threat to the new, rebellious movement 
within Hasidism known as “the school of Pshiskhe,” led by the good-humored Reb 
Simkhe Bunim. When Bunim is succeeded by the fiery and forbidding Rebbe of 
Kotsk, Menachem Mendl Morgenstern, the new leader’s disdain for the vast ma-
jority of his followers will lead to a crisis in his court. Around this core narrative of 
reform and crisis in Hasidic leadership, Unger offers a rich account of the everyday 
Hasidic court life—filled with plenty of alcohol, stolen geese, and wives pleading 
with their husbands to come back home. 

Unger’s volume reflects a period when Eastern European Jewish immigrants en-
joyed reading about Hasidic culture in Yiddish articles and books, even as they 
themselves were rapidly assimilating into American culture. Historians of literature, 
Polish culture, and Jewish studies will welcome this lively translation.

Jonathan Boyarin is the Mann Professor of Modern Jewish Studies at Cornell 
University and the author of Jewish Families and Mornings at the Stanton Street Shul.
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Holy Dissent
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Mystics in Eastern Europe

Edited by Glenn Dynner
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“Jonathan Boyarin’s felicitous translation and notes bring to 
life Unger’s Yiddish original with panache and candor. Glenn 
Dynner’s historical introduction aptly sets the stage for the 
drama that follows. A significant contribution to the fleshiness 
of Hasidic life and a delightful read for both scholars and non-
scholars alike.”

—Shaul Magid, Jay and Jeannie Schottenstein Professor of 
Jewish Studies at Indiana University, Bloomington
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In the Company of Others
The Development of Anthropology in Israel

Orit Abuhav

An ethnographic account of the history and development   
of anthropology in Israel.

In Israel, anthropologists have customarily worked in their “home”—in the com-
pany of the society that they are studying. In the Company of Others: The Develop-
ment of Anthropology in Israel by Orit Abuhav details the gradual development of 
the field, which arrived in Israel in the early twentieth century, but did not have 
an official place in Israeli universities until the 1960s.Through archival research, 
observations and interviews conducted with active Israeli anthropologists, Abuhav 
creates a thorough picture of the discipline from its roots in the Mandate period to 
its current place in the Israeli academy. 

Abuhav begins by examining anthropology’s disciplinary borders and practices, 
addressing its relationships to neighboring academic fields and ties to the national 
setting in which it is practiced. Against the background of changes in world an-
thropology, she traces the development of Israeli anthropology from its pioneer-
ing first practitioners—led by Raphael Patai, Erich Brauer, and Arthur Ruppin—to 
its academic breakthrough in the 1960s with the foreign-funded Bernstein Israel 
Research Project. She goes on to consider the role and characteristics of the field’s 
professional association, the Israeli Anthropological Association (IAA), and also 
presents biographical sketches of fifty significant Israeli anthropologists.

While Israeli anthropology has historically been limited in the numbers of its practi-
tioners, it has been expansive in the scope of its studies. Abuhav brings a firsthand 
perspective to the crises and the highs, lows, and upheavals of the discipline of 
Israeli anthropology, which will be of interest to anthropologists, historians of the 
discipline, and scholars of Israeli studies.

Dr. Orit Abuhav is senior lecturer at Beit Berl Academic College in Israel. She is a 
social anthropologist and former head of the Israeli Anthropological Association.
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“From the interviews and ideas brought forth in this book, 
one may dip into the storehouse that supplied anthropological 
inspiration in the past, and legitimately look forward to new 
insights and their implications in the future.”

—Harvey E. Goldberg, from the foreword
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Beyond Sectarianism
The Realignment of American Orthodox  
Judaism

Adam S. Ferziger

Provides a new understanding of the evolution and 
contemporary dynamics of American Orthodox Judaism  
during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

In 1965 social scientist Charles S. Liebman published a study that boldly declared 
the vitality of American Jewish Orthodoxy and went on to guide scholarly investi-
gations of the group for the next four decades. As American Orthodoxy continues 
to grow in geographical, institutional, and political strength, author Adam S. Fer-
ziger argues in Beyond Sectarianism: The Realignment of American Orthodox Judaism 
that one of Liebman’s principal definitions needs to be updated. While Liebman 
proposed that the “committed Orthodox” —observant rather than nominally af-
filiated—could be divided into two main streams: “church,” or Modern Ortho-
doxy, and “sectarian,” or Haredi Orthodoxy, Ferziger traces a narrowing of the 
gap between them and ultimately a realignment of American Orthodox Judaism.

Ferziger shows that significant elements within Haredi Orthodoxy have aban-
doned certain strict and seemingly uncontested norms. He begins by offering fresh 
insight into the division between the American sectarian Orthodox and Modern 
Orthodox streams that developed in the early twentieth century and highlights 
New York’s Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun as a pioneering Modern Orthodox 
synagogue. Ferziger also considers the nuances of American Orthodoxy as reflect-
ed in Soviet Jewish activism during the 1960s and early 1970s and educational 
trips to Poland taken by American Orthodox young adults studying in Israel, and 
explores the responses of prominent rabbinical authorities to Orthodox feminism 
and its call for expanded public religious roles for women. Considerable discussion 
is dedicated to the emergence of outreach to nonobservant Jews as a central pri-
ority for Haredi Orthodoxy and how this focus outside its core population reflects 
fundamental changes. In this context, Ferziger presents evidence for the growing 
influence of Chabad Hasidism—what he terms the “Chabadization of American 
Orthodoxy.”

Recent studies, including the 2013 Pew Survey of U.S. Jewry, demonstrate that an 
active and strongly connected American Orthodox Jewish population is poised to 
grow in the coming decades. Jewish studies scholars and readers interested in his-
tory, sociology, and religion will appreciate Ferziger’s reappraisal of this important 
group.

Professor Adam S. Ferziger teaches in the Department of Jewish History and 
Contemporary Jewry at Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel, and is co-convener 
of the Oxford Summer Institute for Modern and Contemporary Judaism, Oxford, 
UK. He is the author of Exclusion and Hierarchy: Orthodoxy, Nonobservance and 
the Emergence of Modern Jewish Identity and Jewish Denominations: Addressing the 
Challenges of Modernity.
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ISBN 978-0-8143-3953-4 $34.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-3954-1 e

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire list 
of Jewish studies books, along with forthcoming titles.

Between Jewish 
Tradition and 
Modernity
Rethinking an Old 
Opposition, Essays in 
Honor of David Ellenson

Edited by Michael A. Meyer and 
David N. Myers

2014, 6x9, 384 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3859-9
$39.99s Hardback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3860-5 e

JewIsh stUdIes |  JewIsh thOUGht |  RelIGIOUs stUdIes

“Adam Ferziger is one of the smartest and most perceptive 
scholars of Orthodox Jewish life. Trained in Sociology and 
History, he brings both disciplines to bear on his research. 
Unlike earlier studies that used statistical and other data to 
discern a shift to the right in Orthodox life, Ferziger argues, 
perceptively, for a more complex realignment, with Modern 
Orthodoxy influenced by Haredi [Fervent] Orthodox trends, 
but also the reverse.”

—Jonathan D. Sarna, Joseph H. & Belle R. Braun Professor of 
American Jewish History, Brandeis University
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Have Gun—Will Travel
Gaylyn Studlar

Analyzes the TV Western Have Gun—Will Travel through a close 
reading of episodes and production history.

One of the most successful series of its time, Have Gun—Will Travel became a 
cultural phenomenon in the late 1950s and made its star, Richard Boone, a na-
tionwide celebrity. The series offered viewers an unusual hero in the mysterious, 
Shakespeare-spouting gunfighter known only as “Paladin” and garnered a loyal 
fan base, including a large female following. In Have Gun—Will Travel, film scholar 
Gaylyn Studlar draws on a remarkably wide range of episodes from the series’ six 
seasons to show its sophisticated experimentation with many established conven-
tions of the Western. 

Studlar begins by exploring how the series made the television Western sexy, 
speaking to mid-twentieth century anxieties and aspirations in the sexual realm 
through its “dandy” protagonist and more liberal expectations of female sexuality. 
She also explores the show’s interest in a variety of historical issues and contempo-
raneous concerns—including differing notions of justice and the meaning of racial 
and cultural difference in an era marked by the civil rights movement. Through a 
production history of Have Gun—Will Travel, Studlar provides insight into the tele-
vision industry of the late 1950s and early 1960s, showing how, in this transition 
period in which programming was moving from sponsor to network control,  the 
series’ star exercised controversial influence on his show’s aesthetics.

Because Have Gun—Will Travel was both so popular and so different from its prede-
cessors and rivals, it presents a unique opportunity to examine what pleasures and 
challenges television Westerns could offer their audiences. Fans of the show as well 
as scholars of TV history and the Western genre will enjoy this insightful volume.

Gaylyn Studlar is David May Distinguished University Professor in the Humanities 
and director of the program in film and media studies at Washington University in 
St. Louis. Among her many books are John Ford Made Westerns: Filming the Legend 
in the Sound Era, co-edited with Matthew Bernstein, and This Mad Masquerade: 
Stardom and Masculinity in the Jazz Age.

May 2015, 5x7, 192 Pages, 16 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3976-3 $15.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-3977-0 e

TV Milestones Series

Of Related InteRest

The Rifleman
Christopher Sharrett

2005, 5x7, 144 Pages
14 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3082-1
$15.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3760-8 e
TV Milestones Series

Deadwood
Ina Rae Hark

2012, 5x7, 128 Pages
15 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3449-2
$15.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3660-1 e
TV Milestones Series

televIsIOn stUdIes |  pOpUlaR CUltURe

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire list 
of books in the TV Milestones Series , along with forthcoming 
titles.

“This volume is a superb engagement with the TV Western, 
demonstrating, through its scholarship and criticism, a sense 
of the series’ value and significance to our culture, argued with 
great seriousness of purpose.”

—Christopher Sharrett, author of The Rifleman (Wayne State 
University Press, 2005)
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Knots Landing
Nick Salvato

Examines Knots Landing in its industrial and political contexts 
and from fresh aesthetic and theoretical perspectives.

Airing on CBS for fourteen seasons (1979–93), Knots Landing was a spinoff of the 
popular drama Dallas, but ultimately ran longer and took a very different tone on 
domestic, social, and economic issues than its predecssor. In the first full-length 
scholarly study of Knots Landing, Nick Salvato situates the series in its economic 
and industrial contexts, addresses its surprisingly progressive relationship to the 
American politics of its period, offers close formal interpretations of noteworthy 
episodes, and unpacks the pleasures of the program’s sensuous surfaces.

While it has been largely overlooked in studies of 1980s television, Knots Land-
ing nonetheless beat more masculine fare like Hill Street Blues and L.A. Law in 
the ratings, introduced a novel focus on middle-class lives in melodrama, and 
launched or revived the careers of its major stars. In this study Salvato investigates 
the series’ place in widespread serialization of American primetime television in 
the early 1980s and the end of network dominance in the early 1990s, along 
with its unique relationship to Reaganism and glamour, on the one hand, and 
everydayness and suburbanization, on the other. Salvato also looks at the series 
in relation to key concepts such as memory, theatricality, identification, “quality” 
TV, and stardom.

Fans of the series as well as readers interested in popular culture, television history, 
representations of gender, and constructions of celebrity will find much to enjoy 
in this volume.

Nick Salvato is associate professor of performing and media arts at Cornell 
University. He is also the author of Uncloseting Drama: American Modernism and 
Queer Performance.

June 2015, 5x7, 152 Pages, 13 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4033-2 $15.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4034-9 e

TV Milestones Series

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire list 
of books in the TV Milestones Series , along with forthcoming 
titles.

Miami Vice
Steven Sanders

2010, 5x7, 136 Pages
23 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3419-5
$15.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3541-3 e
TV Milestones Series

televIsIOn stUdIes |  pOpUlaR CUltURe

“In a special and striking way, the series reveals how one thing 
transforms into another, yet stays itself, again and again, 
and back again. And in that way, the series’ movements and 
rhythms are like the tidal lapping of the ocean. This oceanic 
quality of Knots Landing is more precious than its fabricated 
seaside location.”

—Nick Salvato, from the introduction
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Generations
Rethinking Age and Citizenship

Edited by Richard Marback

A comprehensive examination of age, aging, and generational 
differences and the nature of citizenship.

The meaning of citizenship and the way that it is expressed by an individual varies 
with age, develops over time, and is often learned by interacting with members 
of other generations. In Generations: Rethinking Age and Citizenship, editor Richard 
Marback presents contributions that explore this temporal dimension of member-
ship in political communities through a variety of rich disciplinary perspectives. 
While the role of human time and temporality receive less attention in the interdis-
ciplinary study of citizenship than do spatial dynamics of location and movement, 
Generations demonstrates that these factors are central to a full understanding of 
citizenship issues. 

Essays in Generations are organized into four sections: Age, Cohort, and Genera-
tion; Young Age, Globalization, Migration; Generational Disparities and the Clash 
of Cultures; and Later Life, Civic Engagement, Disenfranchisement. Contributors 
visit a range of geographic locations—including the U.S., U.K., Europe, and Afri-
ca—and consider the experiences of citizens who are native born, immigrant, and 
repatriated, in time periods that range from the nineteenth century to the pres-
ent. Taken together, the diverse contributions in this volume illustrate the ways in 
which personal experiences of community membership change as we age, and 
also explore how experiences of civic engagement can and do change from one 
generation to the next. 

Teachers and students of citizenship studies, cultural studies, gerontology, sociol-
ogy, and political science will enjoy this thought-provoking look at age, aging, and 
generational differences in relation to the concept and experience of citizenship.

Richard Marback is a professor of English at Wayne State University. He is the author 
of Plato’s Dream of Sophistry and Managing Vulnerability: South Africa’s Struggle for 
a Democratic Rhetoric. He is also co-editor of The Hope and the Legacy: The Past, 
Present, and Future of Students’ Right to Their Own Language.

Contributors: Enzo Columbo, Lisa J. Ficker, Jane Fiegen Green, Amy Grey, Mary 
Herring, John W. Hink, Jr., Saeed A. Khan, Marc W. Kruman, Peter Levine, Peter A. 
Lichtenberg, Cathy Lysack, Tamara Mann, Richard Marback, Yuki Oda, Jessica C. 
Robbins-Ruszkowski, Pauline Stoltz, Jennifer Sweet-Cushman, Abdeldjalil Larbi Youcef

February 2015, 6x9, 368 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4080-6 $31.99s Paperback  •  ISBN 978-0-8143-4080-6 e

Series in Citizenship Studies

CItIzenshIp stUdIes |  InteRdIsCIplInaRy stUdIes

Wayne State University Press announces a 

SERIES IN CITIZENSHIP STUDIES

a new book series created in partnership with the Center 
for the Study of Citizenship at Wayne State University. 

Books in the series are intended to reflect 
the center’s core belief that studying citizenship broadly 

will enhance the study of citizenship in its many parts and 
in this way the series will make a significant and unique 

contribution to an emerging scholarly field.

General editors: 
Marc W. Kruman, Founding Director, Center for the Study 
of Citizenship, Professor of History, Wayne State University

 Richard Marback, Professor of English,
Wayne State University

learn more @ wikizenship.wikia.com

“Generations forces readers to reframe notions about clusters 
of associations and ideas associated with ‘citizenship’ in 
terms of race, gender, ethnicity/nationality, occupation, and 
class. And to this mix, Richard Marbeck and his colleagues by 
turns underscore the importance of age and aging, cohort, 
generation, and period on citizenship.”

—Andrew Achenbaum, Gerson and Sabina David Professor 
of Global Aging and professor of social work and history at the 
University of Houston 
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Heathen
R. Flowers Rivera

Winner of the 2015 Naomi Long Madgett Poetry Award.

Divided into four sections, Heathen is a unified collection of poetry satisfying both 
intellectual and emotional appetites. The vocabulary, phrasing, and figurative lan-
guage prove author R. Flowers Rivera to be a master of technique. A few of the po-
ems include “Black English” suggesting that they are universal in their application. 

The characters in Part I, Isle of Promethea, bring classical mythology, especially 
Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, vividly to life through applications to modern life and 
a sense of being present. Part II, I Am Hephaestus, consists of a single poem with 
the same title divided into twelve sections and continues its mythological basis. 
In Part III, Doubt, there is more variety, suggested by epigraphs by authors as dif-
ferent as James Seamon Cotter, Jr, Gertrude Stein, and the author of the biblical 
book of John; personal and symbolic romantic love is introduced in such poems as 
“Vivid,” “Anniversary Apart,” and “Stay” although the “you” does not necessar-
ily refer to a person. “Her,” for example, describes a poet’s pen as “a fickle lover” 
who refuses to produce the magic words of poetry. Part IV, “Mustard Seed,” is the 
most personal section as “a conversation with myself.” Here the author transforms 
the ordinary into provocative extraordinary expression. Her love of the South, the 
simple act of ironing clothing on a hot summer day, driving a car, braiding a child’s 
hair, and observing a Muslim man praying at an airport are some of the subjects in 
this final group. This is an extremely satisfying collection of poems that invite the 
reader to return to it again and again. 

R. Flowers Rivera is a native of Mississippi now living in Texas. She earned her MA 
degree at Hollins University and her Ph.D. at Binghamton University. She has taught 
at several colleges and universities. She is the author of one previous collection of 
poetry, Troubling Accents, and short fiction and has won numerous awards.

February 2015, 5.5x8.5, 132 Pages
ISBN 978-0-97975-09-91 $18.00s Paperback  

Published by Lotus Press and distributed by Wayne State University Press

Of Related InteRest

Visit our website wsupress.wayne.edu to view the entire 
list of books from Lotus Press, along with forthcoming titles.

Privacy Issues
Austin Alexis

2014, 5.5x8.5, 112 Pages
ISBN 978-0-97975-09-84
$18.00s Paperback

Published by Lotus Press and 
distributed by Wayne State 
University Press

“Heathen is amazing work. It includes many persona poems 
based on mythology, but the voices are so down-home, so 
real, so irreverent and alive, that they lack all pretension, the 
kind of pretension that is too often present in persona poems.”

—Maria Mazziotti Gillan, author of All That Lies Between Us, 
The Girl in the Chartreuse Jackets, Ancestors’ Songs, and co-
editor of Identity Lessons
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A Year of Days
Myrl Coulter

Canadian author re-examines her life 
following the harrowing loss of her 
mother to dementia.

February 2015
5.25x9, 208 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-55
$24.95s Paperback

A Canadian Girl in 
South Africa
A Teacher’s Experiences 
in the South African War, 
1899–1902

E. Maud Graham

Edited and with an Introduction 
by Michael Dawson, Catherine 
Gidney, and Susanne M. Klausen

Canadian woman writes of 
teaching in concentration camps 
following South African War in 
1902.

April 2015, 6x9, 264 Pages
33 Illustrations
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-62
$34.95s Paperback

Prairie Bohemian
Frank Gay’s Life in Music

Trevor W. Harrison

Long-overdue biography of the 
enigmatic western Canadian 
luthier, musician, and guitar 
virtuoso Frank Gay.

June 2015, 6x9, 168 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-79
$24.95s Paperback

Why Grow Here
Essays on Edmonton's 
Gardening History

Kathryn Chase Merrett

Nine essays explore how 
gardeners and gardens moulded 
Edmonton’s social, cultural, and 
physical landscape.

June 2015, 6x9, 344 Pages
40 Illustrations
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-86
$34.95s Paperback

Cultural Mapping 
and the Digital 
Sphere
Place and Space

Ruth Panofsky & Kathleen Kellett, 
Editors

Fourteen essays map Canadian 
literary and cultural products via 
advances in digital humanities 
research methodologies.

May 2015, 6x9, 336 Pages
35 Illustrations
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-93
$39.95s Paperback

Overcoming 
Conflicting Loyalties
Intimate Partner Violence, 
Community Resources and 
Faith

Irene Sevcik, Michael Rothery, 
Nancy Nason-Clark, and Robert 
Pynn

Benefits of secular and sacral 
communities working together to 
help victims of intimate partner 
violence.

April 2015, 6x9, 296 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-05-09
$34.95s Paperback

From the Elephant’s 
Back
Collected Essays & Travel 
Writings

Lawrence Durrell

Edited and with an Introduction 
by James Gifford

Thirty-eight rare, out-of-print, or 
previously unpublished essays 
and letters by Lawrence Durrell 
with scholarly introduction.

September 2015, 6x9, 300 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-05-16
$39.95s Paperback2

Painted Faces on the 
Prairies
Cantonese Opera and 
the Edmonton Chinese 
Community

Helen Kwan Yee Cheung, Curator

History of more than 100 years 
of Cantonese opera and the 
Edmonton Chinese community, 
1890–2009.

July 2015, 11x8, 96 Pages
140 Illustrations
ISBN 978-1-55195-33-80
$34.95s Paperback

A Tale of Monstrous 
Extravagance
Imagining Multilingualism

Tomson Highway

Playwright, novelist, polyglot, 
pianist, trickster Tomson 
Highway’s Kreisel Memorial 
Lecture on the importance of 
multilingualism.

February 2015
5.25x9, 56 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-17
$10.95s Paperback

Trying Again to Stop 
Time
Selected Poems

Jalal Barzanji

Dream-like cadences of 
international landscapes, human 
desire, and visions of a loving 
and wounded poet.

February 2015
5.25x9, 128 Pages
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-31
$19.95s Paperback

Fundamentals of 
Public Relations 
and Marketing 
Communications in 
Canada
William Wray Carney & Leah-Ann 
Lymer, Editors

Canada’s most comprehensive 
textbook on public relations 
and marketing communications 
featuring 20 expert contributors.

March 2015, 6x9, 496 Pages
53 Illustrations
ISBN 978-1-77212-04-48
$60.00s Paperback

The body in 
question(s) / Le 
corps en question(s)
Edited by Cristian Berco, Sean 
Caulfield & Isabelle Van Grimde

Contemporary dance, visual 
art, and academic research 
produced innovative exhibition/
performance exploring 
perspectives of the body.

2014, 11.375x7.25, 212 Pages
73 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-96998-98-82
$30.00s Paperback

dIstRIbUted tItles  |    UnIveRsIty Of albeRta pRess
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JOURnals

Framework
The Journal of Cinema and Media
 
Drake Stutesman, Editor

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $105.00
Individual: $42.00
Student/Senior: $15.00

ISSN 0306-7661

Published 2 times per year
Additional $32.00 for international shipping 

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/framework

Narrative Culture

Ulrich Marzolph and   
Regina F. Bendix, Editors

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $105.00
Individual: $42.00
Student/Senior: $25.00

ISSN 2169-0235

Published 2 times per year
Additional $32.00 for international shipping 

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/narrative

Antipodes
A Global Journal of Australian/
New Zealand Literature

Nicholas Birns, Editor

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $65.00
Individual:$40.00
Student/Senior: $25.00

ISSN 0893-5580

Published 2 times per year
Additional $32.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/antipodes

Human Biology

Ripan S. Malhi and   
Brian M. Kemp, Editors

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $430.00
Individual: $162.00
Student/Senior: $56.00

ISSN 0018-7143  

Published 4 times per year   
Additional $60.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/humbiol

Merrill-Palmer 
Quarterly 
Journal of  
Developmental Psychology

Gary Ladd, Editor

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $263.00
Individual: $112.00
Student/Senior: $38.00

ISSN 0272-930x

Published 4 times per year
Additional $60.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/mpq

Storytelling, Self, Society
An Interdisciplinary Journal of 
Storytelling Studies

Joseph Sobol and Caren S. Neile, 
Editors

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $109.00
Individual: $44.00
Student/Senior: $15.00

ISSN 1150-5340

Published 2 times per year
Additional $32.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/storytelling

Fairy Tale Review

Kate Bernheimer, Editor

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $47.00
Individual: $15.00

ISSN 1556-6153

 

Published 1 time per year
Additional $15.00 for international shipping 

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/fairytalereview

Marvels & Tales
Journal of Fairy-Tale Studies 

Cristina Bacchilega and  Anne E. 
Duggan, Editors

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $110.00
Individual: $42.00
Student/Senior: $25.00

ISSN 1521-4281

Published 2 times per year
Additional $32.00 for international shipping 

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/marvels

Jewish Film & New 
Media
An International Journal

Nathan Abrams and Nir Cohen, 
Editors

Print Subscriptions:  
Institution: $128.00 
Individual: $52.00 
Student/Senior: $26.00

ISSN 2169-0324

Published 2 times per year 
Additional $32.00 for international shipping 

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/jewishfilm

Discourse 
Journal for Theoretical Studies 
in Media and Culture

Akira Mizuta Lippit, James Leo 
Cahill, Carl Good, and Genevieve 
Yue, Editors

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $165.00
Individual: $56.00
Student/Senior: $30.00 
ISSN 1522-5321

Published 3 times per year   
Additional $48.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/discourse

Criticism
A Quarterly for Literature and the 
Arts

renée c. hoogland, Editor

Print Subscriptions:
Institution: $184.00
Individual: $64.00
Student/Senior: $29.00

ISSN 0011-1589

Published 4 times per year
Additional $60.00 for international shipping

http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/criticism

More information at  
wsupress.wayne.edu/journals
Wayne State University Press journal content is 
available online for subscribers to JSTOR and 

Project Muse. 

newly redesigned! 
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ReCent and ReCOMMended

The Art of Memory
Historic Cemeteries of Grand Rapids, Michigan

Thomas R. Dilley

2014, 10x8, 280 Pages, 236 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4019-6
$39.99t Hardback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4020-2 e
A Painted Turtle book

The New Diaspora
The Changing Landscape of 
American Jewish Fiction

Edited by Victoria Aarons, 
Avinoam J. Patt, and   
Mark Shechner

2014, 7x10, 608 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4055-4
$35.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4056-1 e

Transnational 
Traditions
New Perspectives on 
American Jewish History

Edited by Ava F. Kahn and   
Adam D. Mendelsohn

2014, 6x9, 304 Pages
17 Illustrations
ISBN 9780814338612
$31.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3862-9 e

The Case Against 
Academic Boycotts 
of Israel
Edited by Cary Nelson and 
Gabriel Noah Brahm

2014, 6x9, 552 Pages
4 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-99033-16-05
$34.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-99033-16-12 e
Published by MLA Members for 
Scholar’s Rights and distributed by 
Wayne State University Press

Louis Ginzberg’s 
Legends of the Jews
Ancient Jewish Folk Literature 
Reconsidered

Edited by Galit Hasan-Rokem and 
Ithamar Gruenwald

2014, 6x9, 224 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4047-9
$44.99s Hardback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4048-6 e
Raphael Patai Series in Jewish 
Folklore and Anthropology

Jewish Women 
Writers in Britain
Edited by Nadia Valman

2014, 6x9, 312 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3238-2
$31.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3914-5 e

“To Tread on New 
Ground”
Selected Hebrew Writings of 
Hava Shapiro

Edited by Carole B. Balin and 
Wendy I. Zierler

2014, 7x10, 472 Pages
14 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3869-8
$36.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3870-4 e

Humor in Middle 
Eastern Cinema
Edited by Gayatri Devi and Najat 
Rahman

2014, 6x9, 264 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3937-4
$29.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3938-1 e
Contemporary Approaches to Film 
and Media Series

Rowan and Martin’s 
Laugh-In
Ken Feil

2014, 5x7, 168 Pages
18 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3822-3
$15.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3823-0 e
TV Milestones Series

Channeling Wonder
Fairy Tales on Television

Edited by Pauline Greenhill and 
Jill Terry Rudy

2014, 6x9, 448 Pages
16 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3922-0
$31.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3923-7 e
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

Disability, Deformity, 
and Disease in the 
Grimms’ Fairy Tales
Ann Schmiesing

2014, 6x9, 240 Pages
3 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3841-4
$29.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3842-1 e
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

Erotic Infidelities
Love and Enchantment in 
Angela Carter's The Bloody 
Chamber

Kimberly J. Lau

2014, 6x9, 198 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3933-6
$31.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3924-3 e
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies
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bestselleRs

The Spook Who
Sat by the Door
Sam Greenlee

1989, 6x9, 248 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-2246-8
$21.99s Paperback

African American Life Series

The Hebrew 
Goddess
Third Enlarged Edition

Raphael Patai

1990 (1967), 6x9, 370 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-2271-0
$27.99s Paperback

Raphael Patai Series in Jewish 
Folklore and Anthropology

Greek Realities
Life and Thought in 
Ancient Greece

Finley Hooper

1978, 6x9, 464 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-1597-2 
$24.99s Paperback

Roman Realities
Finley Hooper

1979, 6x9, 584 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-1594-1
$23.95s Paperback

Latin Via Ovid
A First Course
Second Edition

Norma Goldman and
Jacob E. Nyenhuis

1982 (1977), 6x9, 524 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-1732-7
$27.95s Hardback

Audio USB
ISBN 978-0-8143-3144-6
$125.00s

(Latin via Ovid workbook also 
available.)

American City
Detroit Architecture, 
1845–2005

Text by Robert Sharoff  
Photographs by William Zbaren

2005, 8.75x13, 144 Pages
90 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3270-2
$60.00l Hardback

A Painted Turtle book

ForeWord Magazine 2005 
Book of Year!  
Silver winner in the category 
of Architecture

American Salvage
Stories by Bonnie Jo Campbell

2009, 5x8, 192 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-3486-7
$19.95t Hardback  
ISBN 978-0-8143-3491-1 e
Made in Michigan Writers Series

2009 National Book 
Award Finalist! 

2009 National Book 
Critic Circle Book Award 
Finalist!

2010 Michigan Notable 
Book!

Frontier Metropolis
Picturing Early Detroit, 1701–1838

Brian Leigh Dunnigan

2001, 18x13, 248 Pages, 287 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-2767-8 
$125.00s Hardback
(Limited Deluxe Edition is also available)

Great Lakes Books Series

2001 Award of Merit from the Historical 
Society of Michigan!

Voices of the Self
A Study of Language 
Competence

Keith Gilyard

1991, 6x9, 184 Pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-2225-3
$25.95s Paperback

African American Life Series

AIA Detroit
The American Institute of 
Architects Guide to Detroit 
Architecture

Eric J. Hill, FAIA

John Gallagher

2002, 5x10, 376 Pages
510 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3120-0
$36.95s Paperback

The Northern 
Lights
Lighthouse of the Upper 
Great Lakes

Charles K. Hyde

Color Photographs by Ann 
and John Mahan

1995, 8.5x11, 208 Pages
283 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-2554-4
$37.95l Hardback

Great Lakes Books Series

Documenting the 
Documentary
Close Readings of 
Documentary Film and Video 
New and Expanded Edition

Edited by Barry Keith Grant and 
Jeannette Sloniowski

2013, 6x9, 600 Pages
67 Illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-3971-8
$34.95s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3972-5 e
Contemporary Approaches to Film 
and Media Series
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All prices are subject to change without notice. 
Information on forthcoming books is tentative. 
Direct orders from individuals must be prepaid in 
U.S. funds or charged through MasterCard, VISA, 
or Discover. Please include shipping and handling 
charges.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Payment for Wayne State University Press books is 
due in 30 days. Prices followed by a “t” are subject 
to a trade discount. Prices followed by an “s” are 
subject to a short discount. Prices followed by an 
“l” are subject to a long discount. You may contact 
the Marketing Department for discount schedules 
and return policies, as well as for other information 
and assistance. Please write to:

Wayne State University Press    
Marketing and Sales Manager
The Leonard N. Simons Building
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: (800) 978-7323
Fax: (313) 577-6131
E-mail: wsupressmarketing@wayne.edu

BOOKSELLERS

In order for eligible books to be returned for full 
credit, the package must clearly indicate the invoice 
number, invoice date, discount, and list price.  Failure 
to include this information will result in a delay of 
credit, and returns credited at 50%.  Returns of books 
received in damaged condition and short ship claims 
must be made 30 days from invoice date. Credit 
will not be given for claims made past this time.  
All books received at our warehouse in damaged 
condition more than 30 days past the invoice date 
will be credited at a 50% discount. To ensure that 
books you received in damaged condition are 
credited, be certain to include paperwork indicating 
the invoice and date.  Titles that have been declared 
out of print are eligible for return up to 60 days after 
the book has be declared out of print. An account 
must be inactive for more than a year to be eligible 
for a cash refunds (available upon request). Send 
your request to:

Wayne State University Press Returns
The Leonard N. Simons Building
4809 Woodward Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Fax: (313) 577-6131

BOOK RETURN POLICY

To receive a free examination copy of one of our 
paperbacks, please supply the following information 
on department letterhead and include payment of 
$5.00 per book to cover shipping and handling.* 
There is a limit of 3 books for examination per year.

• Name of course (not course number)
• Frequency that course is taught
• When course will next be taught
• Estimated number of students
• Bookstore(s) that will order books for the 

course
• Office telephone number
• Format requested (paper or ebook)

If you wish to consider a Wayne State University Press 
book in hardcover for course adoption, please supply 
us with the same information and payment at a 
20% discount. (Postage and handling will be paid by 
the Press.) If the book is adopted for a class with 12 
or more students, we will provide you with either a 
reimbursement or a credit toward future purchases. 
In order to process a refund, we will require a copy 
of the order submitted by your department to the 
bookstore.

Alternatively, contents, index, and extracts can be 
downloaded in PDF format for many of our recent 
titles.

*Check, money order, or valid MasterCard, VISA, 
or Discover credit card number and expiration date 
must accompany your order.

ExAMINATION COPIES

 Canada:

  Scholarly Book Services
  Attn: Laura Rust
  289 Bridgeland Avenue, Unit 105
  Toronto, Ontario M6A 1Z6, Canada
  Phone: (800) 847-9736
  Fax: (800) 220-9895
  Web: www.sbookscan.com
  
  Europe, U.K., Africa, and the Middle East, 
  including Israel:

  Eurospan Group
  3 Henrietta Street
  Covent Garden
  London WC2E 8LU, United Kingdom
  Phone: +44 (0) 1767 604972 
  Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640
  Email: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com  
  Web: www.eurospanbookstore.com/
   waynestate
 
 International (Asia and the Pacific Islands,         
 including Australia and New Zealand):

  East-West Export Books
  Attn: Royden Muranaka
  University of Hawai`i Press
  2840 Kolowalu Street
  Honolulu, Hawai`i 96822
  Phone: (808) 956-8830
  Fax: (808) 988-6052
  E-mail: royden@hawaii.edu
  Web: www.uhpress.hawaii.edu/eweb.html

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

For information on subsidiary and international 
rights for all titles in this catalog, please  contact:

Wayne State University Press
Rights and Permissions Department
The Leonard N. Simons Building
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: (313) 577-6127 
Fax: (313) 577-6131
wsupressrights@wayne.edu

SUBSIDIARY AND INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Within the United States:

Westchester, NY and Office Manager:
Causten Stehle, Manager
Parson Weems Publisher Services
55 McKinley Avenue #D214
White Plains, NY 10606
Phone: (914) 948-4259 
Fax: (866) 861-0337
Email: office@parsonweems.com

NY Metro, NJ, ME, MA, RI, CT:
Christopher R. Kerr
Parson Weems Publisher Services 
Phone: (914) 478-5751
Cell Phone: (914) 329-4961
Fax: (866) 861-0337 
E-mail: chriskerr@parsonweems.com 

DC, MD, PA, Western NY, DE:
Linda Cannon
Parson Weems Publisher Services 
Phone: (724) 513-9426 
Fax: (866) 583-2066 
E-mail: lindacannon@parsonweems.com

South & Central NY, NJ, VT, NH, MA, CT:
Eileen Bertelli
Parson Weems Publisher Services
Phone: (845) 545-1478
Cell Phone: (845) 492-7309
Fax: (866) 987-7233

IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, NE, ND, OH, 
SD, WI:
Miller Trade Book Marketing
1426 W. Carmen Avenue
Chicago, IL  60640
Phone: (866) 829-0824
Fax: (312) 276-8109
cell: (773) 307-3446
E-mail: orders@millertrade.com

All other areas:

Wayne State University Press
Marketing and Sales Manager
4809 Woodward Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309, USA
Phone: (800) 978-7323
Fax: (313) 577-6131
E-mail: wsupressmarketing@wayne.edu
Web: wsupress.wayne.edu

sales InfORMatIOn



Ordering infOrmatiOn

To order, call toll-free (800) 978-7323. Order by fax (313) 577-6131 or at our secure website 
wsupress.wayne.edu. Orders from individuals must be accompanied by full payment or charged 
through VISA, MasterCard, or Discover.

Payment must include the following postage: $5.50 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional 
book. Foreign Orders: Please include $16.00 for the first book and $8.00 for each additional book. 
Payment must be in U.S. dollars with a check or money order drawn upon a U.S. bank.

Address all orders and inquiries to:

Wayne State University Press
Attn: Order Fulfillment Department
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309

Order fOrm  

      Check or money order enclosed  VISA                MasterCard    Discover

Credit Card No.

Expiration Date   Daytime phone

Signature         Security Code

Name

Address

City     State            ZIP/Postal Code

Country

Bookstores and libraries: Purchase Order No.

Ship via

ISBN (978-0-8143-) Title / Author Qty. Price Per Copy Total Price

Subtotal

6% Sales Tax (Michigan residents only)

5% Canadian General Sales Tax

Shipping & Handling (see above for charges)

TOTAl

CODE: SS15
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